
Tune It Out Jamie Sumner: A Powerful
Journey of Self-Discovery
Music has always been a universal language that speaks to the soul. It has the
power to transport us to different worlds, evoke intense emotions, and provide
solace in the darkest of times. In her remarkable novel, "Tune It Out," Jamie
Sumner takes us on a captivating journey that explores the transformative power
of music and the resilience of the human spirit.

The Story Behind "Tune It Out"

"Tune It Out" tells the story of Lou Montgomery, a 12-year-old girl with a
remarkable talent for singing. Born into poverty and neglected by her mother, Lou
finds solace in her music, which allows her to escape the harsh realities of her
life. Her voice is extraordinary, but unfortunately, her circumstances aren't.

The novel begins by highlighting Lou's struggle to fit into a world that doesn't
understand her. She is surrounded by people who underestimate her abilities and
believe she should conform to societal norms. Lou's journey is a powerful
exploration of identity, friendship, and the unyielding pursuit of dreams against all
odds.
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As Lou's talent is discovered by a music scout, she is thrust into the spotlight and
finds herself torn between embracing her extraordinary gift and staying true to
herself. She must navigate the cutthroat music industry, where success often
comes at a cost. Jamie Sumner skillfully portrays the challenges faced by
aspiring artists and the pressures placed upon them, all the while showcasing
Lou's unwavering determination to remain authentic.

A Tale of Resilience and Self-Discovery

What makes "Tune It Out" truly exceptional is its honest depiction of Lou's
journey toward self-discovery. Sumner beautifully captures Lou's internal struggle
as she tries to reconcile her desire for success with her longing for a stable and
loving home. The author illustrates how our environment and the people around
us shape our sense of self and explores the profound impact of self-acceptance.

Lou's character is incredibly relatable, especially for young readers who may feel
like they don't quite fit in. Through her experiences, readers witness the power of
perseverance and the importance of staying true to oneself, even when faced
with adversity. Sumner's writing pulls at the heartstrings and encourages readers
to embrace their unique qualities, celebrating individuality at every turn.

The Transformative Power of Music

Music serves as a constant companion and healer in Lou's life. It becomes her
sanctuary, allowing her to express her deepest emotions when words fail her.
Sumner's vivid descriptions of Lou's musical journey immerse readers in a world
of melodies and lyrics, showcasing the emotional impact music has on the human
soul.
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The exploration of the music industry and its trials and tribulations adds another
layer of authenticity to the story. Through Lou's experiences, readers gain insight
into the sacrifices often required for success in the industry. "Tune It Out" raises
thought-provoking questions about the price artists pay for their passion and
whether it is worth losing oneself in the pursuit of fame.

Jamie Sumner's "Tune It Out" is a captivating and poignant novel that delves into
the transformative power of music and the resilience of the human spirit. Lou
Montgomery's journey is a powerful reminder that authenticity and self-
acceptance are the keys to unlocking one's true potential. Through her words,
Sumner paints a vivid picture of a young girl's determination to rise above her
circumstances and pursue her dreams, while simultaneously exploring important
themes of identity and the pursuit of success. This novel is a must-read for
anyone who appreciates the magic of music and the strength of the human spirit.
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From the author of the acclaimed Roll with It comes a moving novel about a girl
with a sensory processing disorder who has to find her own voice after her whole
world turns upside down.
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Lou Montgomery has the voice of an angel, or so her mother tells her and anyone
else who will listen. But Lou can only hear the fear in her own voice. She’s never
liked crowds or loud noises or even high fives; in fact, she’s terrified of them,
which makes her pretty sure there’s something wrong with her.

When Lou crashes their pickup on a dark and snowy road, child services
separate the mother-daughter duo. Now she has to start all over again at a fancy
private school far away from anything she’s ever known. With help from an
outgoing new friend, her aunt and uncle, and the school counselor, she begins to
see things differently. A sensory processing disorder isn’t something to be
ashamed of, and music might just be the thing that saves Lou—and maybe her
mom, too.
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